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Abstract 

 

This paper examines how western public audiences understood and interacted with news-

coverage of the Cretan revolt (1897-98), and how such perceptions implicitly and explicitly 

endorsed Balkan nation-building, even excusing ethnic cleansing as a means of achieving 

monoethnic nation-states. Comparing British and French news-coverage of the ethnic conflict, 

this research assesses framing practises present in the journalism of the revolt. Informed by 

western Hellenism and racial-orientalist perceptions of Muslim populations, popular discourses 

presented the revolt’s intercommunal violence and multinational responses within historical-

cultural conceptions of westernism and the failure of the Concert system of diplomacy. Public 

opinion minimized accounts of the ethnic cleansing of Tourkokritikí (Cretan Muslims), and 

pressured national governments to adopt decidedly pro-Greek positions in responding to the 

revolt. Popular understandings further framed crisis management efforts as a zero-sum exercise, 

limiting the political viability of conciliatory approaches for great power international relations. 
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Introduction 

In many respects, the 1897-98 Cretan revolt was unexceptional in the scope of the late 

nineteenth century, which was replete with diplomatic crises in and around the Eastern 

Mediterranean and Balkans. The island, which had been administered from Constantinople 

nearly continuously since its decades-long Ottoman conquest in the mid-seventeenth century, 

saw regular uprisings against the rule of the Ottoman-appointed governors (Beys), agitating for 

greater Christian representation in the island’s governance, more substantial economic reforms, 

and – increasingly by the end of the century – calls for either self-rule or annexation to Greece.1 

Against the backdrop of the waning power of the Ottoman Empire and a general rise in 

nationalisms in the eastern Mediterranean and Balkans, ethnic revolt against the Sublime Porte’s 

imperial reach was decidedly commonplace. Nevertheless, the response fashioned by the 

European powers through the creaking Concert of Europe system serves as a remarkable case 

study, which saw the realization of a multinational peacekeeping force in the International 

Squadron, some half a century before the creation of the United Nations Emergency Force in 

1956, generally regarded as the first multinational, cooperative peacekeeping mission. Still, the 

ambiguity which surrounded the powers’ response to Crete’s final nineteenth-century revolt 

betrayed a deeper European political destabilization. The Austro-German withdrawal from the 

International Squadron two months into the crisis demonstrated the ongoing erosion of European 

cooperation into nationally-specific and openly interest-based alliances, and the reduced public 

trust in the Concert as a viable international system. 

 
1 Crete was briefly administered by Ottoman Egypt from 1830-40, but was promptly returned to the direct control of 

the Porte following the levying of pressure on Cairo by British Prime Minister Lord Palmerston. 
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The revolt represented a meeting of the nineteenth century ‘Eastern Question’ with a 

markedly twentieth century international environment, which saw moves toward a new liberal 

international system based around ethnically-discrete nation-states. The crisis management 

response to the Cretan revolt adopted by the European powers reflected this tension between old 

and new, as novel mechanisms of cooperative diplomatic and military intervention were devised 

in hopes of holding back the European order’s collapse under the weight of conflicting national 

interests. However, these attempts to uphold some semblance of continental unity faced 

substantial, obstinate resistance from the novel nationalisms that pervaded European political 

cultures at the close of the century, which held national interests above the ideals of self-restraint 

and collective security espoused by proponents of the Concert. Political decision-making 

processes (especially in the realm of foreign policy) came under intense scrutiny from 

increasingly informed, opinionated publics, which came to expect that their attitudes be 

represented in national foreign policy stances. These pressures reflected a fundamental popular 

shift in the continent’s political cultures, as expanding political participation widened the 

ideological character and disposition of public opinion as a source of legitimacy, essential in the 

substantiation of policymaking. In responding to the revolt, Europe’s foreign ministries were 

forced to not only contend with one another and the revolt’s various belligerents, but also with 

pointed public opinion at home as expressed through popular periodicals, namely the newspaper. 

The attitudes articulated in the pages of popular publications, although dismissed as ‘yellow’ by 

elites, carried very real consequences for great power diplomatic efforts in responding to the 

endemic crises which defined the last decades of Europe’s ‘long peace.’ 

This paper assesses the historic decline of the Concert of Europe and the concomitant rise 

of popular nationalisms at the end of the so-called “long nineteenth century,” evaluating 
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scholarship on the leadup to the First World War and changes in the factors identified as causes 

of the outbreak of war in the late autumn of 1914. In turn, the Eastern Question and specifically 

the emergence of the irridentist Greek megale idea are examined as a subset of the Concert’s 

decline, wherein Crete is assessed as a microcosm of the limitations of European cooperation 

posed by the Ottoman Empire’s gradual decline. After establishing the historical foundations of 

the Cretan revolt of 1897-98, an evaluation of European news-media around the turn of the 

twentieth century establishes the significance of popular discourse in shaping political 

conceptions of public opinion, and the broader process of public opinion formation as a process 

of negotiation among a fluid network of actors and interests. Following an outline of methods 

employed, the findings of a comparative bi-national discourse analysis of British and French 

news coverage of the Cretan revolt, specifically the media frames employed in conditioning 

public perceptions of the crisis, are identified and discussed. In the final section, the results of 

this discourse analysis are considered in relation to the broader historical environment of late-

nineteenth-century inter-European relations. This paper concludes that popular discourse 

concerning the events of 1897-98, realised in part through the construction of public opinion in 

turn-of-the-century periodical news publications, effectively constricted the foreign policy-

making environment in European capitals by according preference to certain crisis outcomes. 

The Cretan revolt’s treatment in western news-media can thus be taken as an informative 

vignette of the broader disassociation of European publics with the ideals and morals 

encapsulated by the nineteenth-century Concert of Europe system, and the transition towards 

nationally oriented modes of public thought. 
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Historical background and literature review 

In 1954, a young Jewish-German Harvard graduate student, fresh from service in the 

United States Army, successfully defended his doctoral thesis, A World Restored: Metternich, 

Castlereagh and the Problems of Peace 1812-1822. This piece of scholarship assessed the 

creation of a post-Napoleonic European order predicated on pragmatic, consensus-based 

diplomatic consultation among the remaining great powers, rooted in a conservative desire to 

perpetuate their domination of continental affairs.2 Future Secretary of State and National 

Security Advisor Henry Kissinger typified mid-twentieth-century academic interest in the 

Concert of Europe, seeing the nineteenth-century system of international governance as an 

instructive analogue to the contemporary challenge of instituting a global order at the outset of 

the Cold War. The fin-de-siècle saw an abandonment of the post-Napoleonic Concert model of 

collective security, as the traditional mores of collaboration and self-moderation among the 

continent’s diplomatic circles were undercut by a steady increase in international crises in which 

increasingly little shared ground could be found among the European great powers. Whether the 

powers’ upholding of the Concert was motivated by an altruistic desire to avert future protracted 

inter-power conflict, or a more pragmatic motivation to secure the gains made by the powers at 

the Congress of Vienna in a conservative European order, its durability has been the subject of 

considerable academic discussion.3 Related scholarly dialogues concerning the underlying causes 

for the outbreak of the First World War have sought to characterize the Concert’s declining 

 
2 Henry A Kissinger, A World Restored: Metternich, Castlereagh and the Problems of Peace 1812-1822 (Boston: 

Houghton Mifflin, 1957), 6. 
3 Realist scholars such as Kissinger and Richard B. Elrod have posited that the Concert existed and functioned 

primarily due to its ability to satisfy the political and security needs of the European powers, whereas more 

traditional scholars like René-Albrecht Carrie have maintained the existence of a common ethic of restraint born 

from the collective experiences of the Napoleonic Wars sustained the Concert’s existence as a defining attribute of 

nineteenth-century inter-European relations. 
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functionality in the decades prior to 1914 and identify the causal dynamics which had plunged 

the continent, and the world more broadly, into the First World War. This search for causality 

was not motivated solely by academic interest, but a desire to avoid a similarly cataclysmic 

international collapse. Whereas the Concert’s breakdown had resulted in the catastrophic First 

World War and its tributary conflicts, such a failure post-1945 carried the threat of cataclysmic 

and universal thermonuclear destruction. 

Attributing the Concert’s functionality to a self-maximizing political elite, Kissinger’s 

work aligned with a tradition of diplomatic history which conceived of international relations as 

the purview of a narrow group of decision-makers largely unbeholden to the populaces of their 

respective states. Works such as A.J.P. Taylor’s 1954 Struggle for the Mastery in Europe, 1848-

1914 primarily cite diplomatic correspondence and governmental records in tracing the ultimate 

collapse of the system, according little agency (at least directly) to those beyond the upper social-

political echelons.4 Consequentially, mid-century historical treatments of the leadup to the First 

World War tend to emphasize the individuality of diplomatic decision-making, engaging in 

‘great man history’ with the statesmen of the late Concert. This depiction of international 

relations as the exclusive domain of diplomats came to be challenged by historians of the late 

twentieth century – influenced by the increased prominence of social history from the 1960s – 

who identified broad systemic changes as limiting the relevance of the Concert system’s 

principles in fin-de-siècle Europe. Led by Richard Langhorne’s 1981 monograph The Collapse of 

the Concert of Europe: international politics, 1890-1914, this diffusionist perspective asserts that 

broader, popular developments toward the end of the century played a major role in bringing 

 
4 A. J. P. Taylor, The Struggle for Mastery in Europe, 1848-1918, Oxford History of Modern Europe (Oxford: 

Clarendon Press, 1954), 3; although Taylor, a socialist historian of the prewar British tradition, noted that popular 

dynamics were underexamined in studies of the Concert, he does not provide any particular analysis of mass-

discourse in his assessment of the decline of inter-European cooperation. 
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about the end of Concert-style cooperation. He emphasizes the increased power of public opinion 

and the emergence of increasingly politically mobilized middle classes as dramatically altering 

the landscape of European political cultures, breaking the policymaking monopoly long held by 

traditional elites.5 The preservation of multi-ethnic conglomerates like the Austro-Hungarian, 

Ottoman, and Russian empires was thus seen by activist liberal middle classes to be holdovers 

from a less enlightened age of European governance, fundamentally out of touch with twentieth-

century sensibilities which held political legitimacy to be derived from authentic national (i.e., 

popular) support.6 Langhorne further underscores non-human technological and economic 

dynamics (namely the industrialization of Europe) in breaking the Concert system and expanding 

the scope of European politics at the close of the century by enabling the distribution of relative 

affluence to the continent’s masses and providing the prerequisites for the emergence of mass 

political cultures.7 

This multicausal line has been popularized by recent historians, such as Margaret 

MacMillan in The War that Ended Peace and Christopher Clark in Sleepwalkers: How Europe 

Went to War in 1914 (both 2013). These texts assess the series of mounting crises from the 1890s 

to 1914, and while not dismissive of the role of individual political authorities, the increased 

power held by popular discourses in influencing political (especially foreign policy) decision-

making markedly is identified as changing the environment within which Europe’s great powers 

interacted with one another. Clark notes the growth of public opinion in scope as well as in 

political relevance throughout the nineteenth century, becoming particularly powerful with the 

advent of popular nationalist movements which spread throughout Europe in the latter decades of 

 
5 Richard Langhorne, The Collapse of the Concert of Europe: International Politics, 1890-1914 (London: 

Macmillan, 1981), 30. 
6 Ibid., 79. 
7 Ibid., 44. 
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the nineteenth century. Although European democracies were not complete by the modern 

standard of universal adult suffrage, the pressure levied by popular opinion was a major dynamic 

in late-century decision making, posits Clark, as popular movements conditioned foreign policy 

stances to grow increasingly aggressive and uncompromising in the 1880s and 90s.8 MacMillan 

similarly notes the advent of pervasive militarist-nationalist attitudes which preferenced the 

demonstration of national vitality in foreign policy, particularly in crisis situations wherein 

national interests (or honour) were perceived to be at stake.9 Although neither historian dismisses 

the importance of political figures in the diplomatic downturn of the late Concert, the loss of an 

elite monopoly on foreign policy-making owing to the advent of mobilized and nationalistically-

informed publics features heavily in their accounts of the end of Europe’s long peace.  

The study of European nationalisms has paralleled this historiographical shift toward a 

multicausal explanation of the Concert’s decline, picking up at the conclusion of the Cold War, 

when international systematic transformations brought about historical reflections on the 

destabilizing effects of national identity on international normative regimes in the leadup to 

1914.10 This rise of popular nationalisms in the late nineteenth century fundamentally altered the 

concept of political legitimacy across Europe, as the notion of the ‘popular’ shifted from its 

traditional dismissal as base, uncouth and utterly unsuited to respectable public life toward a 

more reputable source of political authenticity. In Keywords: A Vocabulary of Culture and 

Society, Marxist historian Raymond Williams notes the longstanding association of the word 

‘popular’ with baseness and a lack of sophistication, contrasting sharply with the more refined 

 
8 Christopher Clark, Sleepwalkers: How Europe Went to War in 1914 (London: Harper-Collins, 2013), 231. 
9 MacMillan, Margaret, The War That Ended Peace: The Road to 1914 (Toronto: Penguin, 2013), 270. 
10 Although Hans Kohn’s definitive 1939 article “The Nature of Nationalism” in The American Political Science 

Review laid the foundations for nationalism studies, the conclusion of the Cold War and rise of ethnic conflicts in 

the 1990s brought about a wave of distinctly historical examinations of nationalism in Europe’s modern past.  
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politics of higher society, an attitude which perpetuated well into the late nineteenth century.11 

Europe’s ‘popular’ underclasses (i.e., the majority of the population) were thus not equated with 

the ‘public,’ a term which, until the second half of the nineteenth century, remained restricted to 

higher social echelons which were seen to possess a legitimate status within the political cultures 

of Europe (i.e., constituents of ‘public life’). However, as wider political agency was won 

through the efforts of reformist and revolutionary movements throughout the nineteenth century, 

greater segments of European populace – and their outlook on foreign affairs in particular – 

became relevant in the formulation of national policy.  

In contrast to mid-century elite liberal nationalisms, typified by a romanticization of the 

nation as a primarily cultural entity, late-nineteenth-century popular European nationalisms were 

markedly popular in scope and ideologically right-wing and state-centric in nature. Eschewing 

elitism, these novel identities provided agency to Europe’s increasingly enfranchised middle and 

lower orders. As noted by historian Eric Hobsbawm, “identification with the state was essential 

for the petty-bourgeoise and lesser middle classes… nationalism gave them social identity.”12 

The changing nature of national identity as a mass phenomenon coincided with reformist 

attitudes which asserted the centrality of popular consent as the basis of legitimate governance, 

both formally (through universal electoral enfranchisement) and informally (through 

policymaking reflective of articulated public opinion). This mobilization of Europe’s masses 

required national identities which presented attractive and relatable common attributes, 

experiences, interests, and values – even if invented and ahistorical – to construct a coherent 

 
11 Raymond Williams, Keywords: A Vocabulary of Culture and Society, (Florence, S.C.: Taylor & Francis Group, 

2013), 198–99. 
12 Eric Hobsbawm, Nations and Nationalism since 1780: Programme, Myth, Reality (Cambridge University Press, 

1992), 122. 
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image of the European nation as a singular entity capable of political unity.13 Crucially, this 

rightward popular national shift took on a decided racial-ethnic dimension, as the new 

nationalism elevated the notion of the ‘other’ within its discourses, concretely defining the 

bounds of the national community in opposition to neighbours, the colonized, and minority 

groups within the national boundaries.14 These new nationalisms were entrenched by a scientific 

authority conferred by scholarship on race, which attributed fixed biological (as opposed to 

mutable cultural) differences between national communities. This racial turn entrenched the 

populace as central in legitimizing the nation, presenting the national community as physical – 

and therefore empirical and tangible – rather than merely cognitive, further popularizing national 

identities by reducing their complexity to a physical matter. As this exclusivist racialized 

conception of nationhood extended throughout Europe in the latter decades of the long peace, 

nation-states came to be seen as the sole legitimate form of political organization as reflective of 

the authentic desires of ethnically-discrete national communities.15  

The blending of the nation’s authoritative authenticity with the administrative potency of 

the modern state came to be regarded as the sole legitimate model of political organization of a 

new world order predicated on modern idealism; however, such ideals of national self-

determination were rarely extended to those groups seen as non-European. This shifting world 

 
13 Eric Hobsbawm, “Mass-Producing Traditions: Europe, 1780-1914,” in The Invention of Tradition, by Eric 

Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), 279. 
14 Timothy Baycroft, “The New Nationalism,” in The Fin-de-Siècle World, ed. Michael Saler (London; New York: 

Taylor & Francis, 2015), 326, https://doi.org/10.4324/9781315748115. 
15 Although notions of civic (as opposed to ethnic) nationalism emerged in this period (particularly among French 

Republicans), the European nation was assumed to be essentially composed of a singular ethnic group, whereas 

ethnic minorities would never be able to attain full national membership. For instance, antisemitism of fin-de-siècle 

France was presented by Republicans as justifiable on the grounds of the apparent unwillingness of orthodox Jews to 

embrace laïcité as a fundamental tenet of French nationhood, while avowed Catholics rarely faced comparable 

treatment in the collective national consciousness. See Timothy Baycroft, “France: Ethnicity and Revolutionary 

Tradition,” in What Is a Nation? Europe 1789-1914, ed. Mark Hewitson and Timothy Baycroft (Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 2006), 28–41. 
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order, as envisioned by Europe’s predominantly (but not exclusively) liberal middle classes, 

stood in stark contrast to the traditional order upheld by the Concert. The latter conservative 

model held that governing legitimacy derived from a Hobbesian capacity of the state to uphold 

order and monopolize violence in order to reduce human suffering, rather than any notion of 

collective consent – an attitude which extended into the management of international affairs by 

the powers.16 Although the Concert’s conservative nature had encompassed international 

intervention to stymie reformist movements, such actions remained focused on lesser states and 

rested on unanimity among the powers, thus limiting the scope of force within an international 

system wherein interstate violence was, at least nominally, disparaged. The widening of 

European political cultures, and in particular the advent of militarism as a central tenet of popular 

nationalisms, eroded diplomatic restraint, as the use of force came to be regarded not as a failure 

of the international system, but rather as a laudable means to assert the nation’s virility and 

achieve national interests.17 

The transformation of fin-de-siècle European news-media 

The advent of mass-politics in the form of Europe’s ‘new nationalisms’ in the late 

nineteenth century were underlain by pervasive technological dynamics, as the Second Industrial 

Revolution’s (c. 1865-1914) advances matured to a point of relative ubiquity. The disposable 

income brought to wider segments of European populations by rising economic fortunes entailed 

the emergence of mass media consumption cultures. The commodification of the news as a 

medium of entertainment and political engagement – both pursuits of the burgeoning middle-

classes – fundamentally altered the nature of public knowledge. The same economic forces 

 
16 Mark Mazower, Governing the World: The History of an Idea (New York: Penguin Press, 2012), 45. 
17 MacMillan, Margaret, The War That Ended Peace: The Road to 1914, 275. 
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which underlay the emergence of mass bourgeois society catalyzed the creation and maturation 

of novel technologies which permitted the production of the cheap, disposable newsprint that 

typified fin-de-siècle popular print cultures. Advancements in communications, printing, and 

transportation technologies enabled mass-media to emerge for the first time on a truly popular 

scale. Printing in particular saw rapid and compounding advancements, as core materials and 

processes were rendered more affordable by growing international trade and superior methods of 

production.18 These innovations enabled the mass-production of popular periodicals on a scale 

and at a price point which would have been impossible with previous generations’ engineering 

capacities. Another consequence of greater printing speeds was that printing deadlines for 

periodicals could be extended greatly, allowing the inclusion of more up-to-date copy in final 

pressings. This was a matter of great significance, as the expansion of telegraph lines throughout 

the 1870s and 1880s permitted international news to be delivered within hours or days rather 

than weeks, enabling more specific and current popular discussion of international affairs. The 

emergence of international news agencies (e.g., Reuters, Havas), as well as the introduction of a 

global regulatory regime, the International Telegraph Union (ITU), in 1865 further improved 

foreign news accessibility in European markets.19  

The lower costs associated with printing similarly effected an expansion of the topics 

covered in print, allowing for dedicated, regular international affairs columns to proliferate, and 

permitting reading publics to closely follow international developments as they unfolded. This 

 
18 Maria Adamowicz-Hariasz, “From Opinion to Information: The Roman-Feuillton and the Transformation of the 

Nineteenth-Century French Press,” in Making the News: Modernity & the Mass Press in Nineteenth-Century 

France, ed. Dean De la Motte and Jeannene M. Przyblyski (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1999), 

161. 
19 Joel H. Wiener, The Americanization of the British Press, 1830s-1914: Speed in the Age of Transatlantic 

Journalism, Palgrave Studies in the History of the Media (Houndmills, Basingstoke, Hampshire; Palgrave 

Macmillan, 2011), 70; see also Terhi Rantanen, “The Globalization of Electronic News in the 19th Century,” Media, 

Culture & Society 19, no. 4 (October 1, 1997): 605–20, https://doi.org/10.1177/016344397019004006. 
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allowed for greater popular active participation in the process of public opinion discourse 

construction, rather than merely reacting to foreign policy-making. Advancements in newsprint 

production were compounded by the expanded logistical capacities of transportation 

infrastructure in the late nineteenth century, which made possible the wider and deeper 

circulation of national news-media, expanding the scope in which periodicals could be consumed 

and interpreted as a common national experience, bridging geographical and social divisions.20 

This breaking down of physical barriers to knowledge transmission fundamentally altered 

foreign policy-making, which had previously been the exclusive domain of Europe’s foreign 

ministries which held relative monopolies on contemporary accounts of global affairs, as 

Europe’s news consuming public grew increasingly informed – and opinionated – on 

international affairs. Such changes affected how ‘the news’ was understood and dialectically 

constructed; the non-durability of newspapers, both in content and in form, substantially altered 

European regimes of public knowledge, as the ephemerality of the periodical reflected a popular 

and current orientation of politics suited to the emergent mass societies of the fin-de-siècle.21 The 

wider topics subject to journalistic coverage, international affairs in particular, further expanded 

the scope of public opinion discourses, providing greater detail on unfamiliar and distant 

phenomena to the average news-consumer and empowering them to construct their own identity 

within the bounds of a broader, informed national community.22 

The emergence of the popular press shifted journalism from a narrow, primarily literary, 

and openly partisan tradition to a modern, broadly appealing, and commercial practice. 

 
20 Andrew Hobbs, A Fleet Street in Every Town: The Provincial Press in England, 1855-1900 (Open Book 

Publishers, 2018), 183, https://doi.org/10.11647/OBP.0152. 
21 Terhi Rantanen, “The Globalization of Electronic News in the 19th Century,” Media, Culture & Society 19, no. 4 

(October 1, 1997): 609, https://doi.org/10.1177/016344397019004006. 
22 Benedict Richard O’Gorman Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of 

Nationalism (London: Verso, 1983), 34. 
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Advancements in the speed at which the news could be printed and physically distributed elicited 

a radical shift in the content of newspapers, which came to be directed by the values and interests 

associated with ‘New Journalism.’ A contemporarily acknowledged development, New 

Journalism encompassed a novel approach in the construction of the news as a source of 

entertainment as well as information, providing readers with illustrative, engaging accounts of 

current affairs. This style emphasized objective reporting rather than politically-driven analysis, 

although this professional ethic rarely lived up to the high-minded idealism of impartiality – 

rather than omit political or ideological framing altogether, such attitudes were inserted within 

the delivery of fact in a more nuanced manner than earlier overtly political journalistic styles.23 

This embrace of popular interests emphasized the inclusion of human-interest stories which 

appealed to both the imaginations and value systems of their readers, providing an outlet for the 

moral and political energies of the increasingly activist European middle classes. The values of 

the New Journalism periodical as an objective mirror to the real world were observed more in the 

breach, as coverage of foreign affairs was heavily coloured by specific editorial positions as well 

as more general national attitudes. Still, the relative impartiality and greater range of information 

contained within late-century newspapers, in contrast to the unabashedly partisan papers of an 

earlier European tradition, was taken as evidential of the modernity of mass European societies 

and the social change which defined the novel, uncertain era.24  

 
23 Joel H. Wiener, “British and American Newspaper Journalism in the Nineteenth Century,” in Journalism and the 

Periodical Press in Nineteenth-Century Britain, ed. Joanne Shattock (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

2017), 264. 
24 Dean de la Motte, “Making News, Making Readers: The Creation of the Modern Newspaper in Nineteenth-

Century France,” in Nineteenth-Century Media and the Construction of Identities (Basingstoke: Palgrave, 2000), 

343; Jean K. Chalaby, “Journalism as an Anglo-American Invention: A Comparison of the Development of French 

and Anglo-American Journalism, 1830s-1920s,” European Journal of Communication 11, no. 3 (September 1, 

1996): 306, https://doi.org/10.1177/0267323196011003002. 
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The public opinion revolution experienced by European political cultures in the latter half 

of the nineteenth century was predicated on an explosion of popular print periodical publications, 

primarily newspapers, which both provided a range of up-to-date information and enabled 

participation in and the articulation of popular political discourses in relation to contemporary 

events. In transforming high-level political matters into subjects of popular engagement, this 

development saw public knowledge transformed in nature as well as content, keeping with the 

popularization of the public sphere. Jürgen Habermas’ classic definition of the public sphere as 

being constituted by “private people gathered together as a public and articulating the needs of 

society with the state” provides a useful starting point for conceptualizing turn-of-the-century 

popular discourses, as it identifies the common construction and active expression of attitudes.25 

Crucially, Habermas’ appreciation of ‘the public’ centres around the assertion of a collective 

identity rooted in common perceptions of a polity’s interests and needs. Public discourse is thus 

seen to be directed by economies of public knowledge, wherein importance is accorded to 

particular values and the worldly phenomena to which they relate. 

The ephemerality, ubiquity, and current orientation of New Journalistic publications 

broke down the traditional monopoly on public discourses held by the ‘high’ tradition of 

literature and philosophy which informed conservative, elite European understandings of the 

world. The advent of popular journalism as an authoritative medium in the second half of the 

nineteenth century challenged the epistemological process of the production of ‘public 

knowledge.’ As identified by Kate Campbell in her consideration of Victorian print culture’s 

reflection of fundamental shifts in European mentalities at the turn of the century:   

Not just what is known but ways of knowing are at issue here – a downgrading of 

intellectual cognition, oriented towards intensive clarity and summary, system and 

 
25 Jürgen Habermas, The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere: An Inquiry into a Category of Bourgeois 

Society, trans. Thomas Burger and Lawrence Frederick (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1993), 176. 
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mastery, and elevation of aesthetic cognition in which clarity has to do with the extension 

and fidelity to the disorderly way things actually are.26 

 

In reducing barriers to participation in public discourse construction to the modest cost of a 

broadsheet, the fin-de-siècle newspaper represented a popular turn in the production of 

knowledge by enabling politically mobilized masses to express preferences on a national scale. 

Changes in both the quantity and quality of the constituent material of European regimes of 

public knowledge presented by the newspaper paralleled the ideological developments of the late 

nineteenth century, democratizing access to information and enabling the articulation of specific 

stances on matters of policy. This pluralization of public discourse was not universally 

appreciated, as the emergence of a popular press was a regular target for derision by proponents 

of a traditional nineteenth-century European ordered society. Supporters of this narrow, elite, and 

highly conservative order disparaged the popular press as low-brow and corrosive to their 

intellectual and political cultures, as these ‘durable’ forms of public knowledge became 

overwhelmed in Europe’s increasingly popular, disposable economy of information.27 Reflecting 

broader anxieties over the greater interconnectedness of modern national societies and the 

political agency attained by the continent’s middle classes, the popularization of news-media – 

and by extension, public opinion discourses – threatened to erode the political orthodoxy and 

relative stability which had defined a century of remarkably pacific European relations. 

The Eastern Question: a matter of public concern 

A central arena for the projection of fin-de-siècle national public interests was the Eastern 

Mediterranean and Balkans, where the unevenly declining Ottoman Empire (the ‘Sick Man of 

Europe’) contended with emergent nationalist movements in what was termed the ‘Eastern 

 
26 Kate Campbell, “Journalistic Discourses and Constructions of Modern Knowledge,” in Nineteenth-Century Media 

and the Construction of Identities (Basingstoke: Palgrave, 2000), 44. 
27 Ibid., 41. 
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Question.’ Those residing within Constantinople’s European holdings were not untouched by the 

rise in popular nationalism throughout the continent, and throughout the nineteenth century a 

series of Balkan nationalist movements agitated for and attained independence, through a 

combination of violent uprising and effective diplomatic representations to the powers. Leading 

among these was the cause of Greek nationalism, which readily found supporters among western 

Europeans who had been steeped in the ‘great tradition’ of classical education. The emergence of 

a sovereign Greek state in 1829 (confirmed by the 1832 Treaty of London) from a decade-long 

war for independence was the object of reverence among western European societies, which saw 

the state as representing the ancient patrimony of European civilization as well as embodying the 

modern ideal of the self-governing and ethnically homogenous nation-state.28 However, the 

achievement of a Greek national homeland was widely understood as an incomplete task, and 

one which many Europeans believed they had a moral obligation to help remedy as the inheritors 

of the Hellenic tradition. The existence of large Greek communities within the Balkans and 

Anatolia beyond the Kingdom’s borders was a matter of consternation for the young Greek 

nation, and for European philhellenes more broadly. 

An irridentist project termed the Megale Idea (‘Great Idea’) emerged in the course of the 

century to address this apparent shortcoming, and bring all unredeemed Greeks into the fold of a 

unified state of ‘five seas and two continents.’29 This ambitious agenda entailed the assertion of 

claims to bordering regions – primarily under Ottoman control – in an effort to bring all Greek 

peoples into the fold of a single polity. Greece’s historic association with high civilization in 

Europe’s collective mentality channeled the activist energies of the continent’s burgeoning 

 
28 Robert Holland and Diana Markides, The British and the Hellenes: Struggles for Mastery in the Eastern 

Mediterranean 1850-1960 (Oxford University Press; Oxford, 2006), 7.  
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middle classes, who aligned the modern Greek national cause with the country’s ancient 

forerunners in their pursuit of cultured respectability.30 The public moralism which defined the 

politics of Europe’s liberal middle classes in the mid-century was not limited in scope to purely 

domestic matters, instead taking international dimensions through sympathies for the 

proliferating national causes of oppressed European populations under Oriental rule. This foreign 

dimension of liberal moralism was due in no small part to the abundance of sensational foreign 

news-coverage presented in New Journalism. Articles detailing outrages against European 

minorities by Turkish troops fuelled popular perceptions of the Ottoman Empire as despotic and 

fundamentally ‘other,’ beyond the pale of acceptable conduct and therefore undeserving of the 

protection from foreign interference which had historically been provided by the conservative 

Concert of Europe system.31 

The Sick Man of Europe was thereby Orientalized in European public discourses, as the 

declining power’s atrocities invited – indeed, demanded – direct intervention on humanitarian 

grounds in the minds of the great powers’ national populaces. Instances of extreme violence 

committed against innocent populations catalyzed European public interest in the romanticized 

struggle of uniting the disparate Greek populations of the Eastern Mediterranean and Black Sea, 

with such news-coverage serving doubly as a form of human-interest entertainment and a topical 

microcosm of the nationalist politics associated with middle class activism. The blending of high 

politics with low entertainment indicated the popular turn in the construction of European public 

opinion on the Eastern Question, as Constantinople’s decline was framed as a question (an 

 
30 Pandeleimon Hionidis, “Philhellenism and Party Politics in Victorian Britain: The Greek Committee of 1879-
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perennial European concern, as the vacuum effected by Constantinople’s declining control over its imperial 

possessions presented a fundamental challenge to a conservative continental order; see Denis Vovchenko, “Caring 

for the Sick Man? Russian and Greek Reactions to the Ottoman Reforms (1856–1908),” Middle Eastern Studies 58, 

no. 1 (January 2, 2022): 1-5, https://doi.org/10.1080/00263206.2021.1947253. 
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unresolved one at that) which invited public speculation on the best course of action for the 

powers to take in the matter.32 The power of this popular dimension was recognized by 

governing elites, evidenced in the repeated, unsuccessful efforts of Ottoman diplomats to manage 

the image of the empire presented in the pages of Europe’s dailies, fearing that negative media 

representations of Turkish-perpetrated outrages against Christian ethnic minorities would reduce 

Constantinople’s international position.33 Further, the emergence of European civil society 

organizations supporting oppressed eastern Christian populations complimented reformist 

attitudes which elevated self-determination as the ultimate expression of political legitimacy. 

Popular European interest in the Eastern Question was not solely based on ideological 

principles, however; the strategic importance of the region was central in propelling the matter to 

prominence in nationally-motivated public discourses as greater priority came to be placed on 

establishing the strategic upper hand among the great powers. As Concert-style cooperation 

crumbled at the turn of the twentieth century, great public urgency was accorded to the formation 

of alliances which would serve national strategic interests. This formation of interest-specific 

blocs was influenced by popular demands for more assertive foreign policy stances, necessitating 

that political elites construct policies in line with popular perceptions of the nation’s geopolitical 

standing. National strategic positioning became a subject of popular concern and interest, as the 

assertion of naval supremacy came to the fore in public discourses as a means of projecting 

national power, and of securing the nation’s shores against foreign incursion. As naval leagues, 

demanding naval presences commensurate with the perceived status of the nation, developed 
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within national civil society ecosystems, public interest (and public importance) was accorded to 

the advancement of naval armament.34 Consequently, access to key waterways in the eastern 

Mediterranean (primarily the Dardanelles and Suez Canal) became a subject of mass concern in 

light of escalating tensions among the powers and the escalatory nationalist rhetoric which 

defined turn-of-the-century European political discourses. Emergent Balkan states presented 

ideal opportunities for the furthering of geopolitical interests, which the Powers pursued (with 

considerable popular support) to gain an edge over their rivals. Greece, a poor, adolescent state 

with expansive irridentist ambitions and little means to pursue them, was one such prospective 

ally to European publics, which sympathized with the aspirations of the Megale Idea and saw 

much in terms of strategic interests to be gained from partnership with Athens. 

Between two worlds: late-nineteenth-century Crete and the 1897-98 revolt 

Within the ideational and political environment surrounding the Ottoman Empire’s 

decline, the Cretan subquestion was particularly salient in the European collective consciousness. 

The largest of the Aegean islands, Crete at the turn of the century had been under Ottoman rule 

for over two centuries. Its culturally-Greek population was predominantly Orthodox Christian, 

although centuries of Ottoman rule had produced a large minority of indigenous Muslim 

converts termed Tourkokritikí (Cretan Turks), comprising about 30 percent of the populace by 

the mid-1890s, who had historically enjoyed economic and political privileged status over their 

Christian compatriots.35 However, the traditional Muslim position in the commerce, agriculture, 

and politics on the island was eroded due to the persistent pressure levied by periodic Christian 

revolts against Ottoman rule. The nineteenth century saw nine such major uprisings, with that of 
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1866-69 particularly capturing the European imagination and sparking humanitarian operations 

to relieve the suffering of Cretan civilians who saw their homes destroyed by the fighting.36 The 

1878 revolt – part of the broader Great Eastern Crisis of 1875-78 – likewise resulted in a military 

defeat of Cretan insurgents, however a weakened Constantinople was obliged by the Powers to 

assent to the Halepa Charter. It mandated a program of reforms intended to politically empower 

the Christian majority of the island by granting greater (although still not proportional) political 

representations to the island’s Christians in the Cretan Assembly, and the guaranteeing of 

administrative positions for Christian office-holders.37 Over the next two decades, Crete 

remained a point of contention, as European public opinion increasingly coalesced and solidified 

around the political status of the island and the perceived illegitimacy of the Porte’s control. 

Meanwhile, continual pressure placed on remote Muslim villages by recurrent Christian 

insurgencies produced a marked demographic polarization by the century’s end. In 1880, nearly 

80 percent of the rural Cretan population was Christian; around 70 percent of urbanites professed 

Islam.38 In 1889 alone, a series of violent rumblings caused over 10,000 Cretan Muslims to flee 

their homes in the rural interior and migrate to Crete’s ports, where Ottoman control (and 

protection) was more concrete.39 In contrast to the cosmopolitan societies found in the twilight 

years of the Ottoman eastern Mediterranean, late-century Crete saw marked Christian-Muslim 

separation, with each population inhabiting distinct locales throughout the island. 
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Although enosis (union with Greece) was the demand of the most extreme insurgents – a 

faction led by future Greek Premier Eleftherios Venizelos – most Christian Cretans did not seek 

annexation to the Hellenic Kingdom, but rather the strengthening and confirmation of Crete’s 

autonomy as a distinct polity under Ottoman suzerainty.40 The Megale Idea was not unattractive 

to Crete’s Christians, who held linguistic, cultural, and religious ties with the Greek nation, 

however the strong sense of a distinct Cretan identity (albeit firmly Greek), combined with the 

risks associated with enosis and the potentially negative responses of the great powers, tempered 

the objectives of the revolt’s participants.41  

The revolt broke out in a series of small-scale uprisings in late January of 1897, which 

quickly metastasized into a wider conflict which saw the formation of Christian bands battling 

the island’s Ottoman garrisons, but also attacking rural, undefended Muslim settlements. The 

uprising quickly elicited a response from Athens, which was swept up in a nationalist fervour by 

news of the revolt. Following a declaration of occupation on February 15 (issued despite 

warnings from the powers), a 1,500-man Hellenic Army detachment embarked for Crete, landing 

on the northern shore on February 16 to catalyze support for the revolt and drum up calls for 

enosis.42 This sovereign infringement by a minor Balkan state presented a challenge to the 

Ottoman Empire, which under the sultanship of Abdulhamid II embarked on a campaign to 

reassert the Porte’s rule over its ethnically-non-Turkic peripheral regions. The Greek incursion 

into Crete also defied the hegemonic status of the great powers within the Concert system, as the 

action expressly violated the framework of international law which viewed the forceful 

 
40 The relative poverty of Greece, combined with the country’s poor military showing in the 1897 Greco-Turkish 

War, further dissuaded Cretan desires to unite the debt-ridden and underdeveloped country. 
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annexation of territory as illegitimate. Once the revolt took on this inter-state dimension, the 

powers became obligated to respond to the crisis, or else risk their hegemonic status by opening 

the way for lesser actors to alter the allocation of European territory (and by extension, the 

distribution of continental power).43  

The violence quickly proliferated, as Christian insurgents (with the assistance of Greek 

regulars in western Crete) undertook a campaign of ethnic cleanings, systematically attacking 

and besieging ill-defended Muslim settlements and killing or driving out their inhabitants, 

creating a stream of refugees from the mountainous interior to the urban coastline, where the 

presence of international forces promised greater security.44 Following a brief consultation, the 

powers established the ‘International Squadron,’ a six-nation force which maintained a naval 

quarantine of the southern Greek coast and Crete beginning on March 18, 1897. Complementing 

the blockade, 450 European troops were landed in Chania to maintain order in the city, which 

had been plagued by extreme intercommunal violence since late January.45 The powers quickly 

partitioned the island into national zones of operations, although in reality their control rarely 

extended beyond the major accessible port cities on the northern coast. What followed over the 

course of the next 22 months was a spate of brutal ethnic violence perpetrated by Christian and 

Muslims alike, although the preponderance of such aggression was directed against the 

Tourkokritikí. The demographic shifts effected by the crisis were telling of this disparity of 

violence: Crete’s Muslim population was reduced from just less than one-third at the outset of 

the revolt to one-ninth in 1900, with most of the remaining Tourkokritikí residing in urban 
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coastal centres.46 The revolt ended over two centuries of direct Ottoman rule. Although the 

newly-established Cretan State remained formally under Ottoman suzerainty, Turkish forces and 

civil administrators were obligated to vacate the island, and Prince George of Greece was 

promptly installed as the island’s international commissioner. 

 
Figure 1: Major-General Herbert Chermside's map of the European operational zones following the Austro-

German withdrawal. Zones from left to right: Italy, Russia, Britain, France (April 1898). 

Methodology 

 This research seeks to assesses how European popular discourses – particularly those 

relating to British and French public opinion – conceived of and framed the Cretan revolt of 

1897-98. To establish such an understanding, newspapers contemporary to the revolt were 

sampled and analyzed for their coverage of the conflict. Although newspapers represent only one 

component of the complex popular print cultures which emerged in late-nineteenth-century 

Europe, their relative ubiquity and contemporarily acknowledged importance in informing public 

opinion makes them a reliable source through which to assess European understandings of the 

revolt. This study’s sample was selected from prominent publications with substantial national 
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circulations (‘papers of record’) as reflective of the broad brushstrokes of late-century popular 

discourse. Within national popular print economies, a periodical’s success depended on readers 

finding the informational substance and editorial positions expounded within the pages of a 

given paper worth the cost of subscribing, as revenues from advertisement and subscriptions 

eclipsed partisan subsidies in the financial success of newspapers.47 Media theorist John Fiske 

notes the economic imperative of operating within the bounds of popular discourse: “if the 

cultural commodities or texts do not contain resources out of which people can make their own 

meanings of their social relations and identities, they will be rejected and will fail in the 

marketplace. They will not be made popular.”48 Publications which could not frame their 

contents as aligning with popular interests in late-nineteenth-century print markets would find 

themselves out of business, while successful titles effectively engaged with popular attitudes to 

frame the type and form of news represented within its pages as relevant to the interests of the 

national populace. Provincial newspapers were excluded due in part to pragmatic constraints, but 

also because of the limited foreign news-coverage carried by such papers, being unable to sustain 

the networks of foreign correspondents. Less prominent papers were obliged to rely on news-

agency cables and energetic yet amateur editorializing to provide coverage of foreign events.49 

Periodicals with broad readerships could (and did) self-identify as reflecting the attitudes 

of – and working on behalf of – the national public as a means of asserting greater authority, 

authentically representing popular opinion. Between 1871 and 1891, the number of British 

publications describing themselves as ‘national’ grew from 1 to 33, and papers increasingly 
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adopted titles which embodied New Journalism’s ethos of serving to advance public knowledge 

(e.g., ‘the Mirror,’ ‘the Mercury,’ ‘the Spectator’).50 Such claims were acknowledged 

(sometimes begrudgingly) by state governments, which maintained press bureaus to interact with 

domestic and foreign news publications as measures of public opinion, consulting such 

publications to gauge prevailing popular discourse surrounding matters of policy. Tellingly, 

British Prime Minister Lord Salisbury lamented in a 1901 letter that “the diplomacy of nations is 

now conducted as much in the letters of foreign correspondents as in the despatches of the 

Foreign Office,” illustrating the degree to which such periodicals were seen as conduits of public 

opinion, at the expense of traditional elite monopolies on national policymaking.51 

 Papers of record doubly served as diplomatic texts, being regarded internationally as 

authoritative reflections of national public opinion, or particular ideological subsets thereof. For 

Wilhelmstrasse staffers, the Manchester Guardian provided an insight into the British liberal 

mentality, while the Vossische Zeitung played a reciprocal role in informing Whitehall of the 

German liberal disposition.52 By the turn-of-the-century, notes diplomatic historian Dominik 

Geppert, “public opinion in foreign countries [was]… seen as more of a crucial target of 

diplomatic activity because of its real or perceived power to influence foreign governments and 

affect bilateral relations.”53 The opinions articulated within fin-de-siècle news-media thus 

represented an early form of ‘public diplomacy’ wherein the expression of public opinion 

discourses did not solely rely on national policy. The public opinion revolution effectively 
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shifted the scope of diplomacy, as foreign policy making increasingly depended on negotiation 

with the worldviews and national interests as defined by popular discourse. Newspapers could 

not unreasonably claim to speak on behalf of their readers in reflecting their interests, values, and 

attitudes, rivalling the authority of traditional political elites in the ideological frameworks of 

dispersed sovereignty brought about by the proliferation of popular nationalisms in Europe.  

The broader political importance accorded to the increasingly widening scope of public 

opinion advanced the status of popular newspapers as a locus of the late-nineteenth century 

‘political-press nexus,’ wherein the form of high-level political conduct shifted to accommodate 

the newspaper to elevate political impact.54 The position of newspapers as facilitators of popular 

discourse should not be overstated; the late-nineteenth-century newspaper tended to ‘preach to 

the choir’ in its framing, rather than seeking out converts, indicating that rather than singularly 

constructing popular discourses, newspapers existed within a broader network of public opinion 

production.55 Further, it should not be imagined that the information presented in news-media 

was uncritically accepted by their readers – the contents of popular periodicals were the subject 

of regular discussion, debate, and comparison in both formal debating societies as well as more 

casual social milieus.56 Fin-de-siècle political elites tended to regard public opinion as expressed 

through news-media as transient, regularly flitting between various crises du jour and lacking the 

capacity to focus on single issues for any extended periods.57 Further, a suspicion pervaded 

foreign ministries that the aggressive attitudes expressed within popular news publications on 

global affairs were not representative of the beliefs of the true national populace, which (so it 
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was estimated) would not support the jingoistic rhetoric expressed in the press, which was 

dismissed as the product of irresponsible editorializing.58 The hold of popular discourse over 

politics at the turn of the century was not monolithic or one-directional; on the matter, 

Christopher Clark asserts: 

We should speak rather of a reciprocity between public opinion and public life, a process 

of constant interaction, in which policy-makers sought intermittently to guide public 

opinion in a congenial direction, but were careful to shield their own autonomy and to 

protect the integrity of decision-making processes.59 

 

The attitudes expressed in popular periodicals existed within a larger public opinion ecosystem, 

which held substantial – but not total – influence in foreign policy making, imposing political 

capital costs on certain policy avenues while articulating preference on other responses to the 

political crises which defined fin-de-siècle Europe. 

Nonetheless, the information and journalistic assessments presented in popular 

periodicals played an outsized role in influencing popular conceptions of domestic and foreign 

affairs, in which a central method of capturing and informing public opinion was the 

employment of media framing. As defined by media theorist James Tankard, a frame is “a 

central organizing idea for news content that supplies a context and suggests what the issue is 

through the use of selection, emphasis, exclusion, and elaboration.”60 News framing, shaped by 

publication-specific editorial stances and general environmental factors, was a mainstay of late-

nineteenth-century European print cultures, both to advance political agendas and to attain wider 

(and more profitable) commercial readerships. Although not originating in the late nineteenth 

century, the presence of pronounced popular discourses conferred a novel importance upon news 
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framing, which enabled the reading public to formulate opinions and attitudes on phenomena not 

immediate to their own lives. Such framing required that news events be represented as relevant 

to the interests and beliefs of readers, particularly in the context of violent episodes of 

international conflict, which produced human-interest stories as engaging moral narratives, 

permitting the expression of “national feelings of communal identity, pride and patriotism.”61 

Still, news-framing was not a solely ideologically-driven activity, but also a commercial one – 

the ability of papers to relate their contents to the interests of their readership was central in 

ensuring the growth of circulation figures, an imperative in late-century capitalist print markets. 

This case study of the Cretan revolt’s framing in British and French news-media seeks to 

understand the lenses through which violence in the eastern Mediterranean was understood by 

western European populaces, and how these understandings carried implicit and explicit attitudes 

toward the sort of national foreign policy responses which appeared to be warranted. Examining 

sampled publications for keywords associated with the revolt, articles relevant to the revolt were 

selected for analysis. Brief wire reports containing little journalistic analysis were excluded, as 

their contents were regularly the subject of more in-depth coverage the following day. The 

assumptions surrounding the revolt and its participants were of particular interest, the emphasis 

placed by New Journalism’s conception of the news on the entertainment value of individual 

stories which could doubly carry relevance as informative microcosms of the broader crisis. The 

application of popular attitudes toward the Eastern Question and the Concert system more 

generally, inherent characteristics associated with ‘the Oriental,’ and an essential European-

Christian shared identity are considered as elements in the late nineteenth century popular 

discoursal environment reflected in public discourse framing of the revolt. 
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Between old pragmatism and new idealism: British news-coverage of the revolt 

 British journalistic framing of the 1897-98 Cretan revolt was deeply rooted in a 

longstanding middle-class tradition of philhellenism, Christian internationalism, and liberal 

humanitarianism, as well as the more recent development of a popular ethos of nationalism in the 

latter years of the nineteenth century.62 This shift in popular worldviews in turn inspired 

sympathies for oppressed European ethnicities which strove for the attainment of a nation-state. 

Although a discernable liberal-conservative split existed within British popular news-media, the 

plight of Crete’s Christian majority generally pervaded national news-media coverage of the 

revolt, appealing to mainstream British perceptions of the Cretan Question (and the Eastern 

Question more generally). Leading conservative periodical publications took cautious positions 

on the upsurge in intercommunal ethnic violence in the early months of the crisis, outlining the 

potential of the conflict to destabilize the broader European order by bringing about the decline 

of the Ottoman empire. Ruminating on the effects of the revolt on Britain’s international 

standing, an Economist article from March 1897 observed that: 

[T]here are, no doubt, sentimental considerations involved in the matter, one of which – 

the obligations of the world to Greece – is of some importance… we may be bound to 

quit it [the Concert], but under existing circumstances, what would the result be of that 

action? Great Britain would be isolated without having achieved any good whatsoever.63  

 

This cautious line reflected a desire to maintain the existence of the Ottoman Empire as a 

counter-balance to the territorial ambitions of the continental European Powers within a Concert 

system conducive to a stable continental order – a view undoubtedly shared by the Economist’s 
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upper-crust readership.64 However, this cautious disposition came up against an overwhelming 

outpouring of sympathy for the cause of Crete’s Christian population, which conditioned news-

media discourse on the revolt in the preponderance of copy written on the subject. The 

maturation of New Journalism practices within the British press, combined with the 

popularization of liberal and nationalist sentiments, resulted in the revolt being framed as a 

matter of utmost relevance to the public interest. 

The objectives of the Cretan insurgents were left to little doubt in the pages of Britain’s 

papers, which proclaimed that only complete union of Crete with Greece would be acceptable to 

the Christians of the island. “The absolute decision of the Greek Government to persist in the 

occupation and protection of Crete,” attested the Times in May 1897 “is founded upon the 

declaration of the Cretan people that they are prepared to shed the last drop of their blood for the 

accomplishment of their national aspiration, which cannot be satisfied with anything short of 

complete union with Greece.”65 The perceived monolithic unity of the Cretan cause around 

enosis was confidently echoed across British coverage of the revolt, glossing over the complexity 

of the aims held by various factions within the insurgency. Although those calling for union with 

the mainland were the most vociferous, in reality a great deal of insurgents sought the 

implementation of wider-reaching reforms and greater political autonomy, not wholesale 

separation from the Ottoman Empire.66 This simple narrative of national desire for self-

determination born from a resistance to foreign oppression reflected the preferences of the 

British middle classes for a reconstituted European order consisting of discreet nation-states, as 

opposed to archaic multi-ethnic polities embodied by the Ottoman Empire.  Although applied too 
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readily to foreign domination, however, such ideals as they pertained to the Ottoman Empire 

were rarely equated with Britain’s own multi-ethnic empire; liberal moralism in the public 

sphere had its limits. As the revolt’s causes were the subject of national idealization in the British 

press, the crisis’ outcome became an increasingly consequential matter of direct public interest as 

an opportunity to assert the primacy of the European nation-state as the fundamental building-

bloc of the new, twentieth-century world order. 

The Cretan revolt was thus seen in British news discourses as a manifest archetype of the 

natural desire of humanity to politically arrange itself according to national identity, a modern 

international order with which the Concert of Europe was seen to be fundamentally at odds. Such 

opposition to the Concert’s conservativeness was articulated in leading liberal papers like the 

Manchester Guardian, which approvingly commented on a speech delivered by member of 

parliament Henry Fowler on the revolt which framed the Cretan cause as that of a new liberal 

international order based upon national self-governance rather than age-old imperial 

prerogative.67 From such a perspective, the Concert of Europe was derided as a holdover from a 

previous and less advanced era, an inorganic scheme responsible for upholding the subservience 

of a Christian-majority European population under the rule of an allegedly alien minority. An 

insert article from the Illustrated London News (ILN) discussing the Greek incursion into the 

island laid bare the contempt of the Concert (and the furniture of elite political domination) 

which British liberals held: “But as everybody can see that, without the spirited action of Greece, 

the precious diplomatists of the “Concert of Europe” would have gone on twirling their thumbs 

round the civil war in Crete, for which their own bungling is directly responsible.”68 A cartoon 

published in Punch, a leading illustrated periodical, succinctly expressed the perceived 
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reprehensibility of the powers’ traditional approach to the Cretan Question. In the illustration, 

entitled “Tender Mercies!,” an unwilling child representing Crete is handed to a thuggish, 

heavily-armed personification of the Ottoman empire by a crowned figure entitled ‘Europa,’ who 

appears indifferent to the wishes of the sobbing youth (Figure 2).69 Derogatorily featuring a 

quotation from Prime Minister Lord Salisbury which typified the traditional conservative 

approach of Concert diplomacy, the target of the outrage voiced by the cartoon is unmistakable.70 

Through a recurring series of cartoons commenting on the revolt over the course of 1897, 

Punch’s personification of the Concert in illustrative vignettes reflected public opinion 

discourses which held that the legitimate expression of national self-determination was 

impossible within an international framework that was seen to artificially enable and perpetuate 

Ottoman rule over Christian minorities.  

However, Punch’s representation of the Concert markedly shifted from May 1897, 

following the Austro-German withdrawal from the International Squadron, as the personification 

of Europa shifted from a middle-aged woman depicted as past her prime to a young, armoured 

maiden evocative of Jean d’Arc confronting Ottoman barbarities committed in Crete (Figure 

3).71 This change in Punch’s characterization of the Concert reflected a broader shift in British 

popular discourse, disparaging the notion of a universal international system which fostered 

cooperative conciliation among the powers at the cost of achieving national interests, preferring 

the establishment of exclusive interest-based alliance systems. As Berlin and Vienna withdrew 

from the International Squadron owing to the growing ties between Constantinople and the 
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former, the powers’ intervention in Crete came to be regarded more positively as a means to 

evict the Porte’s presence on the island, in line with the desired outcome of the crisis that was 

articulated in the pages of the British popular press. 

  

Poor Ottoman governance was a pronounced feature in British news-framing of the 

revolt, as popular Orientalist perceptions, fueled in large part by the Armenian massacres of 1895 

which had been heavily reported by European news media, conditioned public opinion on the 

Cretan revolt’s causes and prospective resolutions. The grievances of British public opinion 

centred around Ottoman unwillingness to impose the Thirteen Points reform package for greater 

Figure 2: Punch's personification of the Concert from 

March, 1897, critiquing the powers' mishandling of the 

revolt 

Figure 3: This May 1897 illustration presents an 

idealized version of the Concert following Austro-

German withdrawal from the International Squadron. 
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Cretan self-governance to which Sultan Abdulhamid II had assented in August 1896.72 This 

perceived cruelty and ineptitude of Ottoman administration was made clear in a Manchester 

Guardian commentary published at the outset of the Crisis, which reported: 

The Turkish authorities are allowing Mussulmans to desecrate the cemeteries of 

monasteries. Coffins have been forced open and remains thrown into the fields, the object 

of marauders being to despoil the dead of jewels or other valuables that might have been 

buried with them. Christian villages have been burned and pillaged, and the Turks are 

now destroying olive trees by the hundreds. Representations on the subject have been 

made to Ismail Bey, the Governor, but he declared that it was impossible for him to 

prevent such attacks.73 

 

This characteristic Ottoman lawlessness was contrasted to European enlightened norms of self-

governance, see to be encapsulated by Cretan’s desire for self-governance, either through 

increased autonomy or enosis. Accordingly, blame for the outbreak of the violence of the crisis 

was placed on the shoulders of Crete’s Muslim population, as seen in the Liverpool Mercury’s 

assessment that “the Mussulmans are endeavouring to excite the Christians to violence in order 

to prevent the introduction of the promised reforms.”74 Such a characterization framed the 

Tourkokritikí not merely as interlopers on the island, but also as active opponents to the principle 

of self-governance as embodied by the aforementioned reform programme, as well as deceitful in 

their efforts to maintain their unjust privileged status. The stifling of self-determination, a value 

promoted by liberal civil society organizations which sprang up across England in the late 

nineteenth century (including several Cretan Leagues), was presented as an offense to the values 

of the modern British public consciousness. The cause of Greek national unity in the megale 

idea, in contrast to the injustice of the Sultan’s domineering rule over European national groups, 

was widely supported in the British liberal-nationalist public discourse. These attitudes drew on 
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the precedence set by great British philhellenes such as Lord Byron, as well as from the deeply-

rooted classical ‘great tradition’ which imagined Greece (and by extension, Crete) as the 

civilizational fountainhead of Europe. The struggle between the Occidental and Oriental 

encapsulated by the Cretan revolt was thus framed not only as a modern struggle between 

Eastern despotic rule and Western enlightened governance, but also as an echo of Europe’s 

ancient past as detailed in the works of Homer and Thucydides.75 

Beyond an ideological attachment to the cause of Greek national unity, British news-

framing of the revolt was informed by an ethic of humanitarianism, rooted in a nonconformist 

Protestant tradition that grew increasingly prevalent in the latter decades of the nineteenth 

century.76 The sense of a shared international Christian identity permeated popular discourse on 

the Eastern Question in general, as the toleration of oppressive Muslim rule over Christian 

populations – not only Greeks, but also Armenians and Bulgarians – was intolerable for Britain’s 

nationally-sympathetic masses. The New Journalistic emphasis on human interest news-stories 

which possessed entertainment as well as informational value gave rise to outrage journalism, 

which detailed violent or other deplorable actions as a means to catalyze public interest. British 

popular discourses surrounding the Eastern Question entailed an apparent obligation to discuss 

and remonstrate Ottoman outrages against European Christian minorities and insist on the 

reflection of such attitudes in public policy, a communal disposition which historian of genocide 

Margaret Lavina Anderson terms the ‘responsibility to protest.’77 This collective ethic came to 

the fore in popular news discourses on the Cretan revolt, which invoked the image of Crete’s 
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Christian majority’s oppression at the hand of a despotic Ottoman Bey (who was himself an 

Orthodox Christian, a fact largely omitted in news-coverage of the revolt) as an affront to the 

morality of the British masses, which desperately craved the social respectability obtained 

through conspicuous moral crusading and philhellenic activism. 

Such popular humanitarian morals had previously been primarily expressed through 

charitable relief campaigns rather than active lobbying efforts; indeed such charitable efforts 

paralleled more overt efforts to shift Britain’s international stance on the Ottoman empire, 

evidenced by the multitude of news-articles detailing the civil relief work of British-backed 

groups working both in Greece and Crete itself.78 However, the specific identification of 

shortcomings in British foreign policy (i.e., a perceived ‘softness’ on Ottoman atrocities) in news 

coverage of the revolt effected a hardening of public opinion, as national foreign policy was 

criticized for not being reflective of British popular interests and values. Direct political pressure 

could be levied through the pages of popular periodicals, as reports of Ottoman-perpetrated 

massacres – sometimes verified, but often coming by way of unverified secondhand accounts, as 

most international correspondents rarely ventured beyond the secure urban ports of the island’s 

northern shore – catalyzed public remonstrances against the preservation of Ottoman control 

over the island in the face of anti-Christian violence.79 A popular British philhellene slogan 

underlined this fundamental discord with the traditional nineteenth-century status quo: 

The Concert . . . the Concert be hanged!  

The powers ring of harpies round a sick jackal  

Crete must be free, Crete must be free.80 
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The criticism levied against traditional British foreign policy preferences, and the assertion of 

public opinion rooted in popular discourses, presented constraints on the ability of Lord 

Salisbury’s cabinet to maintain a traditional approach to the Cretan Question (i.e., continuing the 

Ottoman administration), as was his preference, in the light of overwhelming popular pressure 

articulated in the pages of popular periodicals.81  

 Although substantial, the hold of newspapers over British public opinion was not 

paramount. In constructing (or conditioning) public knowledge, British popular news-media was 

restricted in its reporting by what would be borne by popular discourse, limiting what could be 

presented in news-reports issued from the island. Discourse-conditioned perceptions of the 

Eastern Question further informed the internal editorial dispositions held by each publication. 

Stories detailing Christian massacres of Muslims would not be conducive to the broadly philo-

Cretan sympathies of the British reading public, and consequentially many publications 

dismissed or cast doubt upon the veracity of such reports. An Illustrated London News article 

commenting on the leadup to the revolt noted that “The wholesale firing of Cretan [Christian] 

villages by Turkish troops in revenge for ravages of the Christians who had been goaded into 

insurrection has left a large population homeless and starving,” dismissing the culpability of 

Christian insurgents for the violence while playing to popular perceptions of Muslim rule as 

vindictive and harsh.82 In detailing a later purported massacre of Christians at Canea, the 

Manchester Guardian reported that a Christian Cretan family was butchered by local Muslims 

(along with those who attempted to prevent the violence), as the city’s Turkish garrison 

“breaking from all discipline, likewise took part in the massacre” – which was only halted by the 
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arrival of the HMS Hood in the harbour.83 Conversely, in commenting on the Sitia massacres in 

the early months of the crisis wherein approximately 800 Tourkokritikí were killed by Christian 

insurgents, the Times was quick to dismiss accounts of Christian murders of Muslim non-

combatants, reporting that “no massacre whatsoever has taken place” in the east, despite local 

accusations.84 The most heavily reported outrages featured in British news-media featured 

attacks perpetrated by Cretan Muslims or Ottoman forces against Cretan Christians, whereas 

reports of anti-Muslim violence were watered down with insinuations of Turkish provocation. 

This outrage journalism found receptive audiences in Britain, as the high-level international 

political crisis was illustrated in startlingly human terms, enabling the formation and articulation 

of simple public opinion narratives on a mass scale regarding the politically complex crisis.  

The Candia riot of September 6, 1898 was the most prominent of these news-events, 

receiving extensive coverage and commentary by the British press and sparking mass outrage 

among national readerships. This violence resulted in the deaths of some 500 Christian residents, 

fourteen British servicemen, and a British vice-consul and his family, after a Muslim-led riot had 

broken out over the British decision to re-impose market-day taxation on market-day trading, 

which had grown overcrowded with destitute Muslim refugees from the island’s interior, 

displaced by the months of fighting.85 After hours of destruction that went unchecked by the 

city’s Ottoman garrison, the British squadron laying offshore was able to re-establish order with 

the landing of troops with support from the ships’ guns, subsequently arresting and trying the 

accused ringleaders of the riot in some of the first international war crimes tribunals, with a 
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dozen Cretan Muslims found guilty of inciting the violence being hanged.86 The British national 

press descended onto the massacre, presenting the Muslim-on-Christian outrage as a microcosm 

of the revolt which justified the removal of Crete from direct Ottoman rule.  

The apparent refusal of Ottoman troops posted in Candia to restrain the rioting was seen 

to verify the incapacity of Ottoman rule to provide basic security, with one ILN column going so 

far as to allege that the violence had been sparked by disgruntled Turkish troops, that had only 

been suppressed as a result of the HMS Hazard’s bombardment.87 News-coverage of the riot’s 

resultant legal proceedings was similarly tinged by conceptions of European order, as the 

ensuing British-convened trials of Muslims implicated in the violence demonstrated in the minds 

of the British reading public the lawlessness of the oriental perpetrators in contrast to the good 

governance and fairness embodied by the British peacekeeper. An ILN depiction of courtroom 

proceedings juxtaposed the immaculate, upright European military jurists to the dishevelled, 

barefoot accused clad in fezzes and loose-fitting şalvar, personifying the clash of European and 

Oriental values projected by the British popular imagination onto the trials.88 The imposition of 

European order and justice through the sentencing of those found guilty of inciting the riot was 

thereby framed in civilization undertones in news coverage of the revolt, appealing to the 

sensibilities of the British public and conditioning popular perceptions of the powers’ response to 

the crisis in terms of an enlightened imperialist imposition of order onto untamed spaces on the 

fringes of Europe.89 The Candia revolt served as a public opinion catalyst for the final ejection of 
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the Ottoman presence from the island, as an event conducive to the values of popular journalism. 

The British popular reaction to not only the massacre of Christian civilians, but also of British 

servicemen and diplomatic personnel, provoked indignation towards the Tourkokritikí and the 

remaining Ottoman presence on the island. The contrast of an enlightened European order, 

represented by the British-convened military trials, with the chaotic rule of the Sultan, was seen 

to warrant the proscription of Ottoman sovereignty by the powers due to humanitarian concerns, 

guided by motivations which bore little resemblance to the calculated interventions which had 

defined earlier instances of concerted European diplomacy. 

 
Figure 4: the ILN's courtroom sketch presents a contrasting image of the Muslim defendants and British 

peacekeepers. 

British news-coverage of the revolt not only denigrated Ottoman behaviour and 

intransigence toward Crete’s Christian populace; the crisis’ international dimension also 

presented an opportunity to criticize Britain’s rivals – namely Germany – for their apparent 

unwillingness to relieve the suffering Christians of Crete or collaborate meaningfully with the 

other Great Powers through the International Squadron to bring about a collective, Concert-style 

resolution. A Times article from the outset of the revolt abhorred Germany’s inactivity, asserting: 
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In the fate of Crete the Germans as a nation do not exhibit the slightest interest, and if a 

vote of the Reichstag, which is out of the question, were to be taken on the subject it is 

more than improbable that the voice of any considerable section of politicians would be 

raised in favour of active intervention, with or without the concert of Europe, either for 

the coercion of Greece or in favour of her aspirations.90 

 

This piece openly laid blame for German complicity not solely at the feet of Berlin’s 

policymaking elites, instead attributing the country’s moral failing to a broader moral 

shortcoming of the German nation in its entirety. This apportioning of blame for the disunity of 

the Great Powers to the entire German populace was later reflected in The Times, which noted 

that German ill will toward Britain (and the stability of the European status quo) was manifested 

not only in the foreign policy issuing from Wilhelmplatz, but also in the German national press, 

which was seen to have “readily availed itself” to an uncooperative policy line on the matter of 

Crete.91 The Illustrated London News was more direct in challenging the unwillingness of 

Germany and Austria-Hungary to oppose Ottoman despotism in Crete, deploring that the two 

Germanic nations “should decide to stand apart and be mere spectators of another great blow 

struck at Turkish misrule in which they forgo the glory of taking a part,” asserting the injustice of 

Teutonic inactivity while simultaneously reinforcing the rectitude of British leadership in the 

international intervention.92 The Concert of Europe still retained some semblance of currency in 

British public discourse as a legitimate means of constructing foreign policy, however such 

understandings of the European order were narrow in scope, more reflective of an exclusive 

alliance of like-minded states with shared political interests rather than a universal system for the 

prevention of conflict in Europe. German inaction in the face of Oriental oppression of the Greek 

national cause, emblematic of the modern values of national self-determination, further 
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demonized the Wilhelmine empire in British popular discourses that was already denigrated by 

British public opinion as threatening European stability with an aggressive Weltpolitik-driven 

foreign policy and program of extended naval construction.93 The German nation in its entirety 

was thus seen to be shirking from its duty as a member of a European community by placing 

national interests above their shared cultural patrimony, and thus potentially morally insufficient 

to maintain the responsibilities expected of a great power.  

This loss of consensus on a commonly-constructed European community along lines of 

shared cultural characteristics as well as political interests seen within media coverage of the 

Cretan revolt, revealed the disintegrating transnational ties on the European continent and the 

corresponding rising primacy of the nation above other loci of identity. Although a sense of 

Europeanness remained a steadfast part of British political culture, popular perceptions of 

‘Europe’ narrowed with the construction of a continental identity which reflected British thought 

on the continent’s history and culture.94 The emergence of popularly-constructed discourses of 

national interests informed by nationalistic mores spelled the downfall of the Concert, the 

principles of which were regarded as holdovers from an elitist bygone era when European 

international relations – and conceptions of political legitimacy more broadly – were defined by 

a narrow privileged class, a marked contrast to the era of mass political cultures in the 

continent’s final years before the First World War. 

The French press and the revolt: a confirmation of the Concert’s maladroitness 

 Although a distinctly French flavour of New Journalism had come to permeate the 

country’s national press by the last decade of the nineteenth century, political values never 
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became as obviously muted in journalism to the same degree as they had in the anglophone 

world. Nonetheless, the fin-de-siècle French press fell upon the Cretan revolt, which presented an 

opportunity to engage with popular discourse and pique the attention of their readers. In linking 

the cause of Cretan independence to constructed French national traditions – primarily political 

and social-cultural – the crisis was framed as proximate to the most fundamental beliefs of the 

French people. More broadly, the revolt provided an opportunity for the voicing of displeasure 

with the European system, and the articulation of a preference for a realignment of the 

continental order to accord with modern nation-centric values. The fin-de-siècle was a period of 

substantial change, turmoil, and public disaffection for France, which underwent something of an 

identity crisis over the course of the four decades between two cataclysmic conflicts. The Third 

Republic emerged from the disastrous defeat of Napoleon III’s Second Empire in the Franco-

Prussian War, which also saw the emergence of a united, antagonistic German Empire on 

France’s newly-reduced eastern border. The shaky republic was wracked by endemic crises, both 

domestic and international, a source of instability compounded by the political quarrelling of the 

assemblée nationale – which saw some sixty governments between 1871 and 1914, the most 

stable lasting a mere three years.95 These conditions advanced a collective mentality of national 

insecurity and mass disillusionment with traditional models of political legitimacy. A resultant 

upsurge in popular right-wing nationalism came to dominate the French public sphere from the 

1880s onwards, which asserted a singular, authentic identity as a remedy to the decreased appeal 

of traditional politics. Proponents of this identity found ideological substance in domestic and 

foreign affairs wherein national interests (and honour) were seen to be at stake. Fin-de-siècle 

nationalism held French exceptionalism – and civilizational leadership of the West – as a 
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fundamental truth, one which was expected to be reflected in the foreign policy stances adopted 

by the Quai d’Orsay, and proponents thereof protested greatly when national prestige was seen to 

be injured or insufficiently protected by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. This France-first 

attitude effected widespread dissatisfaction with the Concert system and its traditional mores of 

national self-restraint and universal cooperation, which contravened the popular rhetoric of 

national self-maximization.  

These nationally-informed attitudes were applied to French journalistic framing of the 

Cretan revolt, which decried the ineffectiveness of the powers when working in concert as 

detrimental to those suffering as well as to France’s internal and external credibility. An article in 

the prominent Parisian daily Le Figaro tellingly dubbed the great powers of the Concert “les 

lents pompiers” (the slow firefighters), criticizing the inability of the international system of 

consultation and consensus to address a pattern of recurring Ottoman abuses against European 

minorities – a trend seen to be occurring in Crete and feared to be continued in Macedonia.96 

This characterization of the Concert reveals fundamental popular discord with the perceived 

reactiveness of the conservative nineteenth century European order, as opposed to an assertive, 

proactive approach to international governance encapsulated by the chauvinistic popular French 

national identity which reached its zenith in the revanchist years of the fin-de-siècle. As 

popularly understood, the Concert’s past failures to prevent and manage continental conflict – 

namely the Franco-Prussian War and the disastrous peace of 1871 – had led to a loss of France’s 

national standing vis-à-vis its fellow powers. Resultantly, nationalist civil society organizations 

proliferated in the Third Republic, like the Ligue des Patriotes, which advocated for a reassertion 

of French exceptionalism in the face of the national humiliation presented by German 
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ascendancy.97 These nationalist attitudes found resonance in the Cretan revolt, which took on an 

international character in French popular discourse regarding the reduced relevance of the 

Concert system to the modern era of European mass politics.  

This derisive framing of the Concert was replicated in the cover illustration of the May 9, 

1897 Le Petit Journal supplementary, which bleakly depicted the inability of the personified 

European powers to bring an end to the Cretan revolt through consensus.98 At the centre of the 

illustration stands the concerned duo of Premier Félix Faure as the ensemble’s steady bass-

drummer and a hand-cymbal-wielding Tsar Nicholas II – reflective of the recently-formed 

Franco-Russian entente of 1894 – flanked by the bickering pairs of Britain and Germany, and 

Austria-Hungary and Italy, respectively. The inclusion of a thin rope partition separating the 

ensemble from the combat-entangled figures of Greece and the Ottoman Empire further 

expressed dissatisfaction with the constraint placed on the powers by the Concert system, 

reflecting popular attitudes surrounding the nineteenth-century international system (Figure 5). 

As inter-power tensions rose throughout the continent, the Concert’s ability to play with a single 

melody was cast into doubt considering their seeming inability to form consensus not only on the 

Cretan revolt, but also regarding the fundamental distribution of power on the continent.  
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Figure 5: Perhaps the most famous popular print illustration of the Eastern Question, this LPJ commentary cartoon 

presents a pessimistic view of inter-European relations at the turn of the century. Note the militarized conception of 

peace (“paix”) illustrated in the background. 

Perceptions of the Concert as outdated and unworkable in the context of a modern Europe 

were echoed in le Journal, a best-selling daily, which, in commenting on how best to resolve the 

revolt, laid out a damming indictment of the Concert’s dysfunctionality: “when one of the 

powers is willing to act, the others turn a deaf ear, so that when the best-intentioned one is 

solicited, in turn, it stands on guard, fearing some entrapment. The distrust of all towards all is 

the characteristic of the European situation.”99 This inability to reach consensus and underlying 
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mutual suspicion was blamed for the decline of continental security, and consequently the 

Concert appeared in French popular discourse as a liability which was both ineffective in 

maintaining European stability and damaging to the legitimate pursuit of French national 

interests. Doubt was further cast onto the functionality of the Concert system by le Figaro in a 

February 1897 commentary, which asserted that “in the best informed circles, it is said that the 

European Concert has ceased to exist since Lord Salisbury sent his circular note [on the matter of 

Cretan autonomy], and that England and Italy are acting separately.”100 Tellingly, this 

assessment rhetorically reflected the New Journalistic ethic of impartiality in its prefacing 

remark on the veracity of the information reported, appealing to popular desires for authoritative 

news which reflected and stimulated popular attitudes. The Concert’s inability to adapt to the 

modern European environment was framed here as a reality made easier to embrace by French 

national readerships due to the prescribed culpability of foreign powers for this decline in 

continental cooperation.  

Much like British news-coverage of the Cretan revolt, the French press took a discernably 

Orientalist position in conceptualizing the fundamental nature of the Cretan Question. At stake 

was not only the status of Crete’s Christians and Muslims, but the two ways of life typified by 

the revolt, elevated in French popular discourse as a point of tension between two fundamentally 

different and incompatible cultural tectonic plates. Le Journal noted the inability of the Ottoman-

appointed governor of the island to protect Christians from lawless Muslim outrages, reporting 

the despoiling of Christian consecrated grounds and destruction of Christian crops by troops 

 
elle se tient sur les gardes, craignant quelque piège. La défiance de tous envers tous est la charactéristique de la 

situation européenne." 
100 “Les Affaires de Crète,” Le Figaro, February 22, 1897, 43-3–53 edition, 2; "On dit ici dans les cercles les mieux 

informés, que le concert européen n’existe plus depuis que lord Salisbury a envoyésa note circulaire et que 

l’Angleterre et l’Italie font bande à part.”  
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seeking not only to annihilate the economic livelihood but also the cultural pillars of the agrarian 

Cretan identity.101 However, the conflict between the island’s inhabitants was conceived of as 

being deeper than the particular economic or political arrangement of the island – the coexistence 

of the Oriental Muslim with the European Christian was understood to be a fundamentally 

unsustainable arrangement wherein violence was an inevitable outcome. Historically situating 

the 1897 revolt, journalist and future senator Robert Charles Henri Le Roux succinctly 

summarized popular thinking on the Cretan problem: “Midway between Christian Europe and 

Muslim Africa, [Crete] was designated by destiny to serve as a battlefield for these two races.”102 

Foreshadowing Samuel Huntington’s Clash of Civilizations thesis, the crisis was understood to 

be the product of civilizational friction, for which half-measures such as the Thirteen Points 

reform package foisted onto the Porte by the European powers could only superficially 

ameliorate. The perceived static character of both cultures, and the purported inability of 

Christians to live pacifically under the rule of the inferior Muslim Other seemed to prove the 

authenticity of the nation as the inherent source of identity for the new century, as held within 

French popular discourse. 

 Beyond reflecting popular perceptions on the inherent shortcomings of the Concert 

system in the era of national politics, the Cretan revolt’s international dimension presented an 

opportunity for the projection of French national rivalries. Germany’s culpability in enabling the 

Ottoman-perpetrated massacres of Cretan Christians featured particularly prominently in French 

journalism of the revolt, as France’s eastern neighbour took on its habitual antagonistic role as a 

 
101 “En Crète,” Le Journal, March 9, 1897, 1624 edition, 2. 
102 Hugh le Roux, “Théoletos Krétè,” Le Journal, February 22, 1897, 1609 edition, 1; le Roux periodically employed 

"Hugh" as a penname; "A mi-chemin de l’Europe chrétienne et de l’Afrique musulmane, elle était désignée par le 

destin pour servir de champ de bataille aux deux races qui se touchaient par cette forntière marine.” 
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disruptor of continental peace. Toward the crisis’ conclusion, Le Journal cautioned readers who 

might consider a German-facilitated settlement tolerable:  

Beware, you are playing into the hands of Germany. The Sultan will grant everything to 

the Kaiser, whom he regards as a protector. He, at least, did not want to humiliate him 

with respect to the Cretans, and the massacres of Christians, Armenians, Orthodox, 

Catholics, or even Protestants, do not disturb him to the point of making him lose sight of 

the political, industrial and commercial advantages that can be gained from the company 

and friendship of the great orchestrator of the slaughters.103 

 

This moral bankruptcy attributed to Wilhelm II for prioritizing German interests over the 

wellbeing of European innocents shielded France from blame for the Concert’s failure in Crete. 

From this perspective, the downfall of European collaborative crisis management was not 

attributed to a lack of effort on the part of Paris, but rather to the violent Wilhelmine Empire’s 

reckless pursuit of its own narrow interests at the cost of broader European ideals, which 

menaced French (and therefore continental) security. The association of Berlin’s Turcophilism – 

it had been with Krupp artillery and Mauser rifles that Ottoman forces had defeated the Greek 

army in April of 1897 – with a toleration at best, or active support at worst, for the extermination 

of European Christian minorities further substantiated French popular antipathy toward Germany 

as the primary threat to a civilized European order of democratic nation-states embodying French 

values.104 Le Matin concurred, asserting that “the order and security of the Cretans thus depends 

on the German emperor, whose support permits Abdelhamid to defy all the other European 

powers.”105 This belligerent view of France’s great power peer, and consequential denouncement 

 
103 A. Saissy, “La Politique Extérieure,” Le Journal, October 17, 1898, 2211 edition, 2; "Prenez garde, vous faires le 

jeu d’Allemange. Le sultan accordera tout au kaiser qu’il regarde comme un protecteur. Lui au moins, n’a pas volou 

l’’humilier vis-à-vis des Crètois, et les massacres Chrétiens, arméniens, orthodoxes, catholiques, ou même les 

protestants, ne le troublent pas au point de lui faire perdre de vue d’avantages politiques, industriels et commerciaux 

que peuvent valoir la fréquentation et l’amitié du grand ordonnateur des assassinats.” 
104 Rohé, “European Medical Experts in Wars of ‘Others,’” 166. 
105 “De Midi a Minuit: Les faits du jour - En France et à l’etranger,” Le Matin, September 13, 1898, 1; "L'ordre et la 

securité des chrétiens de Crète se trouvent donc dépendre de l'empereur d'Allemange, don’t l'appui a permis à 

Abdul-Hamidde défier toutes les autres puissances européenes.  
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of the Concert as ineffective in meeting the challenges faced by the continent at the turn of the 

century, betrayed the increased willingness found in French popular discourse to do away with 

the consensus-based European order in favour of narrower interest-based security blocs which 

could better safeguard European states. Such framing also revealed the transformation of public 

perceptions of international crises, from matters of collective European responsibility to zero-

sum opportunities to advance national interests, or else risk seeing them abrogated by one’s 

adversaries. 

The shared civilizational patrimony of Greeks with the French was a further prominent 

feature in French media-framing of the revolt, as journalists sought to extoll the cause of the 

oppressed Cretans – understood to be fundamentally Greek – as being innately connected to the 

French cultural and political ethos. “It is natural” proclaimed a front-page Figaro column “that 

we should feel affinity with the Greeks. Our memories, our classical education, a community of 

blood, the most dear principles of the Revolution and all of our national tradition push us in this 

regard.”106 Articulating the civilizational and racial bonds between the two nations framed the 

irridentism of the megale idea as not merely an obscure subject of foreign policy, but a matter of 

moral obligation of the French populace as the civilizational inheritors of classical Greece. The 

same article argued that the Cretan revolt, with its clear-cut moral dimensions, presented an 

opportunity for France to assert its rightful status as a leader in the emerging modern European 

order predicated on popular consent rather than elitist preferences. A Petit Parisien column 

expounded this connection, proclaiming that “our country has always given support to peoples 

struggling for their independence. Flip through the pages of history: everywhere, in all 

 
106 Jules Lemaitre, “Malaise Moral,” Le Figaro, April 13, 1897, 1; "Il était tout naturel ue nous fussions de coeur 

avec les Grecs. Nos souvenirs, notre education classique, une communauté de sang, les principles les plus chers de 

la Révolutionet toute notre tradition nationale nous y poussaient.” 
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dominated areas, we see the French running to the aid of oppressed nations.”107 In projecting a 

French revolutionary-democratic character onto the plight of the Cretan cause, implied a 

collective national responsibility through allusions to the historic commitment of past French 

generations to the emancipation of oppressed groups, pressing for the Third Republic to take its 

place as the modern champion of national self-determination. The advent of a new, pluralist 

European order centred around values rooted in the tradition of 1789 appealed to France’s 

burgeoning fin-de-siècle middle classes, whose democratic sympathies found an idealized 

expression in the Cretan cause, wherein the archaic rule of the Ottoman Empire – propped up by 

the moribund Concert system – served as an ideal foil to the cause of enlightened self-

governance embodied by the Christian insurgency. Considering the challenge posed by the revolt 

to the European order, a Figaro commentary from March 15, 1897 asserted that “the problem is 

no longer to remove the Cretans from Muslim domination, since they will be freed from it, but to 

know whether it is essential for the peace of the world and the triumph of civilization that Crete 

be reunited with Greece.”108 This framing of the Cretan Question as a matter of national – and 

European, more broadly – responsibility left little doubt as to the appropriate course of action for 

France. Appealing to the tradition of radical democracy, the article asserted that the only 

responsible solution to the Cretan Question would be a plebiscite to determine the future of the 

 
107 Jean Frollo [coll. pseud.], “Les événments de Crète,” Le Petit Parisien, February 10, 1897, 7411 edition, 1; 

"notre pays a su toujours ansi donner son appui aux peuples qui luttaient pour leur indépendence. Feuilletez 

l’histoire: partout, sur tous les points du domne, on voit des Français courir au secours des nations opprimées.” 
108 Whist., “Désenchantments,” Le Figaro, March 15, 1897, 1; "Le problème n’est plus de soustraire les Crétois à la 

domination musulmane, puisqu’ils vont en être affran, mais de savoir s’il est indispensable pour le repos du monde 

et le triopmphe de la civilisation que la Crète soit réunie à la Grèce.” 
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island – although the anonymous author109 doubted whether Berlin or London, rooted as they 

were in their reactionary ways, would support such an enlightened measure of the modern era.110  

Conclusions 

The revolt of 1897-98 left Crete in a precarious situation, as the newly installed 

International Commissioner, Prince George of Greece, struggled to maintain the Cretan State’s 

internal legitimacy in light of pervading tensions between the island’s Christian majority and 

Muslim minority which were magnified by the experiences of the revolt. A sizable pro-enosis 

faction in the Cretan Assembly, headed by Venizelos, would force the resignation of Prince 

George some seven years into his commissionership in the 1905 Theriso revolt, which was 

supported by a substantial portion of the island’s Christian populace.111 Tourkokritikí villages 

faced continued threats throughout the international commissionership period, setting the stage 

for the completion of the ethnic cleansing of Crete’s Muslim population over the course of the 

next quarter-century.  

British and French public opinion responses to the revolt signalled a desire to move away 

from the nineteenth century multi-ethnic polity and toward ethnically exclusive nation-states, a 

goal which justified – at least implicitly – the use of violence against interloping ethnic 

minorities, such as the Tourkokritikí. Throughout the examined news-coverage of the revolt, 

Crete’s Muslims were typically termed ‘Turks’ or ‘Mohammedans’– the demonym ‘Cretan’ 

being reserved solely for the island’s Christian populace, seen to be the sole legitimate 

inhabitants. This juxtaposition of Christian and Muslim communities as fundamentally distinct 

 
109 The pseudonym ‘Whist.’ was commonly employed in le Figaro to conceal the identities of former or current 

high-ranking French cabinet-members contributing opinions and sensitive information. 
110 Ibid., “Quant au fameux plébiscite qui serait appelé à trancher le différend lorsque les uissances auraient achevé 

leur mission en Crète, je suppose que cet expédient n’a pas rencontré beaucoup de faveur, ni à Berlin, ni même à 

Londres, où l’on n’a pas l’habitude de consulter les peuples pour statuer sur leur sort.” 
111 Holland, “Nationalism, Ethnicity and the Concert of Europe,” 266. 
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would be repeated with tragic consequences a quarter of a century later in the compulsory 

population exchange of 1923, which saw the island’s remaining Muslim communities forced out, 

resulting in a purely Christian Cretan population and ending the centuries-old indigenous Muslim 

presence on the Aegean island.112 Such labelling betrayed deeper popular discursive perceptions 

of the Cretan Question, which dismissed the Tourkokritikí as non-European aliens with no 

legitimate right to inhabit the island. Such terminological framing reinforced deep-seated popular 

perceptions of the revolt, stripping Cretan Muslims of their indigeneity and undermining their 

political claims in the British and French public mentalities. This framing justified the physical 

removal of the Tourkokritikí from the island as a solution to the “problem” posed by the ethnic 

pluralism of Ottoman Crete, and was more broadly conducive to achieving a European order 

composed of nation-states.113 While ethnic minorities with European credentials – Greeks, as 

well as Armenians, for instance – were seen to be deserving of a national homeland, 

Tourkokritikí claims were dismissed, as the island’s native Muslim population was constructed in 

European publics discourses as being essentially Turkish. Therefore, their displacement to 

Muslim-majority Vilayets (first-order provinces) was seen as mere repatriation rather than an 

instance of what would come to be known a century later as ethnic cleansing. This mediatized 

construction of the Cretan identity (and Greek sub-identity) as exclusively Christian, in 

combination with broader popular preferences for a nation-state-based international order, 

implicitly legitimized the exercise of coercion and violence against the Tourkokritikí through the 

removal of protections for the Muslim minority.114 

 
112 Biray Kolluoğlu, “Excesses of Nationalism: Greco- Turkish Population Exchange,” Nations & Nationalism 19, 

no. 3 (July 2013): 544. 
113 Benjamin Gregg, “Indigeneity as Social Construct and Political Tool,” Human Rights Quarterly 41, no. 4 

(November 2019): 828; Gregg asserts that indigeneity exists primarily as a social distinction, which in part serves as 

a basis of legitimacy upon which economic and political claims might be staked. 
114 Philipp Ther, The Dark Side of Nation-States: Ethnic Cleansing in Modern Europe, trans. Charlotte Hughes-

Kreutzmuller (New York: Berghahn Books, 2014), 47. 
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The Cretan revolt did not represent a seismic shift in international norms, but rather was 

one of many international crises which typified the leadup to the First World War, illustrative of 

a new international order’s advent, wherein the system of global governance established by the 

Congress of Vienna’s statesmen held little relevance. As the nation-state grew to become the 

base unit of the twentieth-century international order, the physical separation of national groups 

came to be seen as a legitimate method of guaranteeing peace in the emergent twentieth-century 

international order, as the presence of multi-ethnic populations appeared to present an 

unavoidable point of friction. The preservation of the older Concert system, which abhorred the 

redistribution of international political authority away from the traditional great powers, was thus 

subject to popular ridicule as an artificial imposition on the authentic, self-evident desires of 

European nations to attain self-determination in the form of a nation-state. However, as 

demonstrated by the Cretan revolt, this ideal of national self-governance was not universal in 

scope, being applied solely to populations which were seen to possess attributes of 

Europeanness, a qualification for membership in the ‘family of nations’ which was not conferred 

to those on a different civilizational plane of existence.115 For Crete’s Muslims, the advent of this 

new international legal regime did not extend protection, but rather justified their 

disenfranchisement and expulsion as transgressors against the claims of the Christian majority. 

More broadly, the revolt demonstrated the growing importance of public opinion 

discourses in influencing policy decision-making in the national societies of great powers with 

democratic political cultures at the nineteenth century’s close, as publicly-constructed 

understandings of the crisis informed and constrained the actions of foreign ministries over the 

twenty-two-month-long crisis. British and French news-coverage not only demonized the 

 
115 Nobuyoshi Fujinami, “Georgios Streit on Crete: International Law, Greece, and the Ottoman Empire,” Journal of 

Modern Greek Studies 34, no. 2 (2016): 322, https://doi.org/10.1353/mgs.2016.0029. 
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Ottoman Empire’s control over Crete, but took the revolt as an opportunity to express and 

retrench anti-German antipathy, presenting the actions of not only Berlin but the German (and 

Austrian) nations as fundamentally corrupt and ill-suited to the moral requirements of great 

power leadership in the European concert. This articulation of doubt as to the credibility of 

Britain and France’s great power compatriot in the public spheres of both countries pervaded the 

crises of the late concert period, nurturing an international environment of suspicion and 

lessening already-weak popular support for the concert system. 

Popular discoursal constructions of the revolt indicated a broader normative shift in 

European relations, as ethnic exclusivity was held to be the sole means of achieving a stable, 

concrete world order, and the cult of the nation came to dominate perceptions of how the Europe 

of the twentieth century ought to be arranged. The Cretan revolt presented a particularly salient 

opportunity for the expression of popular preferences for ethnically discrete nation-states within 

British and French news-consuming publics, as the crisis overlaid Orientalist attitudes 

surrounding the fundamental incompatibility of Christian civilization with Muslim rule upon a 

troubled multiethnic population. Within such discourses, the Concert’s emphasis on international 

cooperation was undermined as impracticable for a twentieth-century world, as a new ethic of 

national exceptionalism came to define foreign outlooks, and public mentalities grew 

increasingly resigned to the eventuality of a continental war. This loss of trust in international 

normative frameworks, and the advancement of increasingly belligerent, nationally-interested 

mentalities was conditioned not solely – or even primarily – by Europe’s political elites, but 

rather by the rising force of public opinion born from the newly-mobilized masses which defined 

the continent’s political cultures in the leadup to 1914.  
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